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shopping during the holiday season in the US is facing a major disruption after a string of shopping malls, supermarkets and other
stores abruptly closed over a range of issues, including a nationwide cold snap. A number of malls closed their doors on

Thanksgiving. Shops are closed in New England, New York City, and much of the Midwest, with many Americans driving to their
local grocery stores. The closures are causing disruptions for millions of shoppers, who are mainly concerned about food and

supplies, rather than the retail deals and gift card offers that accompany the holiday season. For example, the Walmart (WMT.N)
store in Quincy, Massachusetts closed its doors for the Thanksgiving holiday. Retail analysts said the supply disruptions come as
retailers scramble to keep up with high demand, especially in the wake of the recent US-China trade truce. The closures are an

ominous sign for shoppers concerned about what will be in their shopping cart come December, after the Thanksgiving holiday. “It’s
like people have to scramble to make sure they have the right things and that they have enough to sustain themselves while they are
away from home,” said Brad McMillan, chief investment officer at Commonwealth Financial Network, an independent financial-
services company. McMillan said he expected the closures to lead to “scarcity” and higher prices for consumers. Walmart, with

billions in cash on hand and a massive market cap of around $247 billion, is not directly affected by the closures. The world’s largest
retailer, Walmart said in a statement that it would close stores but that it would keep its online holiday orders and operations

unchanged. It also said it was in contact with suppliers to ensure they are “able to meet our customers’ needs.” Walmart shares fell
more than 1.6 percent to $82.19 in after
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